
BOWL 
TABLE LAMP

USER INSTRUCTIONS

ASSEMBLING:

CONTENTS:

A - E27 Light Bulb, Min 25W - Max 60W (light bulb is not included).
• We recommend to use New Works E27 Antique Edison Light Bulb, 40W.
B - Mounting Ring (the Mounting Ring is mounted on the socket upon receipt).
C - Glass Shade
D - Base in Solid Copper - incl. Socket and Fabric Cord with Dimmable Switch

IMPORTANT:

• Only use light bulbs with minimum 25W.
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BOWL
TABLE LAMP

SAFTEY PRECAUTIONS:

Please read the instructions carefully and retain them for furture reference. New Works Aps is not responsi-
ble for any faults or damages caused by not following the instructions correctly. Do not modify the product in 
any way.

The lamp is only intended for indoor use, and consult a professionally qualified electrician if any doubt. Only 
use approved light bulb and following guidance - 220-240V~ 50/60Hz, E27/25W-60W. The light bulb gets 
hot, and the lamp exterior gets hot after prolonged use.

Keep the product out of children’s reach. Dispose the packaging and do not allow children to play with it.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS:

Turn off the electricity before cleaning the lamp. Wipe the copper base with a soft dry cloth, and the glass 
shade with a soft dry or moist cloth.  Do not use any abrasive cleaning tools, and never use strong cleaning 
agents such as household glass cleaner, white spirit, terpentine.

WE HOPE YOU WILL ENJOY YOUR NEW WORKS PRODUCT

The Bowl Table Lamp is carefully handcrafted, and therefore every item is unique. It may accour different ex-
pression in the material and surface, with smaller marks and minor deviations.

For other information such as product overview, material description and disclaimers - please visit our web-
site at www.newworks.dk for further information. If you have any questions or comments, please don’t hesi-
tate to contact us at info@newworks.dk.
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